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■ General behavior of the Es layer measured by using GPS 
Radio Occultation technique has been investigated by a 
number of scientific workers. For example,

▲Hocke et al., 2001
－used GPS/MET data to investigate link between 

equatorial Es layer occurrence and mountain wave  
activity

▲Wu et al., 2005
－studied Es layer morphology from CHAMP RO data

▲Arras et al., 2008 and 2009
－analyzed global distribution and climatology of the Es

layer occurrence from CHAMP, GRACE and COSMIC 
GPS RO observations 

Introduction



■ What is physical process responsible for the formation of 
the GPS RO-measured Es layer ?

▲Plasma Instabilities?
－Two-stream Instability?
－Gradient-drift Instability?

▲Wind Shear Theory?
－Shear-induced Ion Convergence Effect?

▲Other Mechanisms?
－Electric Field Convergence Effect?
－Neutral Wind Induction Effect?
－Particle Bombardment Effect?

Questions needed to be answered



■ What is the cause of the summer maximum (winter minimum) of the 

Es layer occurrence at mid-latitudes? 

▲Haldoupis et al. (2007) attributed to maximum meteor shower 

influx during summer solstice, which contributes to deposition of

metal ions in E region. However,

－metal ion mass influx from sporadic meteor, which is  

significantly larger than that from meteor shower, peaks in 

autumn, rather than summer (Janches et al., 2006). 

－Fritts et al. (2010) confirmed this result by using Southern 

Argentina Agile Meteor Radar.

▲This issue will be addressed and investigated in this study from 

COSMIC-measured Es layer morphology and model simulation.

Questions needed to be answered



■ In this study, the amplitude and excess phase profiles of 
the COSMIC GPS signals with 1 Hz sampling rate for July 
2006 – May 2011 are analyzed to obtain Es layer.

Note that

▲ 50 Hz sampling rate
－about 50 m height resolution
－upper boundary for COSMIC

profile is about 120-122 km
▲ 1 Hz sampling rate
－about 0.5-1 km height resolution in Es region
－upper boundary is about 800 km for COSMIC

satellite

COSMIC Data Analysis

(Arras et al., 2010)
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GRACE



■ Criteria of selecting Es layer from GPS signal profiles

▲ the RO-retrieved profiles affected by F-region plasma

irregularities are first rejected, 

▲ the L1 and L2 excess phase perturbations are both 

larger than 5 cm, 

▲ the square of the ratio of the excess phase 

perturbations of L1 (1.575 GHz) to L2 (1.227 GHz) is 

within the range of 1.5-1.8, 

▲ the normalized L1 SNR perturbation (i.e., SNR1/SNR0) is 

greater than 0.01.

COSMIC Data Analysis (cont)



Total number of available Es layer events extracted from GPS amplitude 
and excess phase profiles at I Hz sampling rate is only about 4% of total 

GPS RO events in average.

Spatial distribution of  COSMIC Es Events

March 2008 – February 2009



Seasonal Variation of COSMIC Es Event Occurrence 

(Arras et al., 2008)

Sep 2006-Aug 2007

(Chu et al., 2014)

1 Hz sampling rate

50 Hz sampling rate



Comparison of Latitude-Month Distributions of GPS 
RO-measured Es layer Occurrence Rates between 

Present and Previous Results

(Arras et al., 2008)(Chu et al., 2014)

50 Hz sampling rate1 Hz sampling rate

Occurred within 80 in latitude Occurred within 60 in latitude



Altitude-latitude Variation in Es Occurrence for 
Different seasons  

(Arras et al., 2008)

(Chu et al., 2014)

1 Hz sampling rate

50 Hz sampling rate



Local time dependence of Es occurrence 
rate for different seasons 

Grid 
Resolution
5°× 1.1 hr



Height-Local Time Distributions of the Es Layer Occurrence
In Different Latitudinal Zones



Semi-diurnal tidal Behavior of the Es layer Occurrence in
mid-latitudes Compared with HWM07 wind shear zone

40°N summer 50°N summer

50°S  winter40°S  winter



15°N summer 25°N summer

15°N spring 25°N spring

Diurnal tidal behavior of the Es layer in low-latitude
below 100 km Compared with HWM07 Model



Simulation of Es Layer Occurrence –
Calculating Divergence of Fe+ Vertical Flux

where wi is the vertical velocity of Fe+ driven by the neutral wind,
nFe+ is Fe+ concentration,
ΦFe+ is the vertical flux (winFe+) of the Fe+ concentration,

The models used in the simulation:
Wind Shear - Horizontal Wind Model (HWM07),
Geomagnetic Field – IGRF model
Atmospheric Composition - MSIS00 model
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Simulation of Es Layer Occurrence –
Calculating Fe+ Vertical velocity
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Simulation of Es Layer Occurrence – WACCM Fe+ distribution

Monthly variations in 
the longitude-latitude 
distributions (upper 
panels) and height-
latitude distributions 
(lower panels) of mean 
Fe+ concentration in 
height range 80-130 km 
for 2005-2011, which 
are generated from the 
Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate 
Model (WACCM).H
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Comparison between COSMIC Measurement and Simulation

(Chu et al., 2014)



Conclusion

• COSMIC GPS RO signals with 1Hz sampling rate are shown to be 
able to effectively extract Es layer events for studying global 
behavior of the Es layer.  

• Wind shear theory is believed to be responsible for the 
formation of the Es layers detected by the GPS RO process. 

• With descending with height, the Es layers move from mid-
latitude to low latitude where the Es layer occurrence is not well 
correlated to the wind shear zone.

• In mid-latitude region (>30°), dynamic behavior of the Es layer 
occurrence is governed by semi-diurnal tide, while below 100 
km it is controlled by diurnal tide at low latitude and in equator 
region. 

• Summer maximum (winter minimum) of Es layer occurrence can 
be perfectly explained by the wind shear convergence effect 
combined with Fe+ concentration distribution. 
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